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Period one 
Inter communual relationship is the type of relationship that exists between two or more communities or relationship 
existing between communities. 
IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNUAL RELATIONSHIPS 

 It promotes commerce among different communities 
 It encourages harmony, love, peace, and affection among neighbours 
 It allows for inter change of culture, norms , food, dressing etc among community members 
 It brings about security of lives and properties 
 It promotes productivity and development in the communities. 
SKILLS FOR RESOLVING INTER COMMUNUAL RELATIONSHIP 
 Compromise; This is an agreement made between two people or groups in which each side give up some of 

the things they want in order for both sides to be happy. 
 Mediation; This is a process where by a third party try to end a disagreement between individuals by talking to 

them and try to find things that every one can agree on. The third party individual or person stands for peace 
making. 

 Dialogue; This is a formal discussion between two groups or communities, mostly when they are trying to 
solve a problem or end a dispute or conflict. 

 Setting up a fact finding committee; Government may set up committee to investigate the immediate or major 
cause of conflict or misunderstanding and recommend or find solution to prevent reoccurrence and punish 
those found guilty . 

 Compensation: This is payment made in cash or kind to individuals or communities as a recompense for loss, 
injury, or suffering suffered through inter communal conflict. 

 Tolerance; This is the ability to over look the fault or weakness of others in other to make way for peace and 
progress. 

 
A relationship is viewed as a connection between the following; 
 Individuals 
 Parent -child relationship. 

All over the world there have been several communal feuds among people at of those who have the same historical 
background. In the course of interaction, individual difference are bound to manifest, and when this happens, there 
will be destruction of peoples lives and properties. 
At times, the financial implications or results of such communal unrest runs into a lot of money and unnecessary 
expenses and this is the reason why inter communal relationship is important and good in other to promote peace, 
unity , oneness , brotherhood and unity. 

   Evaluation:  
 What is inter communal relationship? 
 List and explain five types of inter communal relationship? 

 State four importance of inter communal relationship. 


